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‘Impact’ can mean different things to different people yet all researchers are being faced with
proving evidence of their own impact. Teresa Penfield
(http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/blog-contributors/#Teresa_Penfield) introduces
the DESCRIBE project; an attempt to find a definition common to academics, international
experts and professionals.
How do we def ine research impact?  What indicators and evidence can be used to
demonstrate impact?
The DESCRIBE project has been f unded by JISC and is being led by The University of  Exeter in partnership
with Brunel University, to look at some of  the challenges f acing research institutions in def ining and
capturing research impact. DESCRIBE plans to review the current understanding of  impact def init ions and
indicators, drawing on international experiences and deliver recommendations of  how we might develop a
cross-disciplinary approach to research impact evaluation which will assist with the development of
systems f or capturing the f ull spectrum of  research impact.
One of  the main objectives of  the DESCRIBE project is to develop an understanding of  what impact means
to dif f erent groups of  people and the specif ic challenges f aced in def ining and evidencing impact across a
broad range of  research f ields.
As part of  our data gathering process and to develop an in depth understanding of  impact we are
conducting a f act f inding workshop and semi-structured interviews with leading international impact
experts, prof essionals, academics and representatives of  user groups. 
Some interesting discussion points have been raised by the interviews we have conducted to date, which
we will investigate and develop through the course of  the project but a f ew examples are listed below.
Are universit ies becoming the R&D arm of  industry?
Will there be a devaluation of  knowledge exchange and public engagement as a result of  the “impact
agenda”?
Funding excellence will result in impacts but by f unding impact, will excellence be compromised?
As part of  our data gathering we will also be developing an on- line survey to gather opinion f rom a wider
group of  individuals.  This survey will be sent out in the autumn and if  you would be interested in taking
part, please email (http://www.exeter.ac.uk/describe) the DESCRIBE team and we will be in contact later in the
year.
You can keep up to date with progress on the DESCRIBE project using our website
(http://www.exeter.ac.uk/describe) or by f ollowing us on Twitter, @uof e_impact.
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